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Twas on the shores of far.
A salted scholar I was to.
He told me of a hideous
And the men the serpent.

It started back in '72,
With this monstrous sea.
The beast, a mammoth sea
Had never been canned, he.

For many a year it met with
With its awkward new ad.
Who's countless antics found
By the first year students.

"But then!", the old man.
"Out of the sea a new breed.
They let the students know
To put this Leviathan in.

With radical gestures and
These charlatans made a
Now after years of total
This dauntless Leviathan
LEVIATHAN

Iffensen Beach,
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at with frustration,
administration,
said no revision,
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"You now exclaimed,
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and voiced demands,
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On command,
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Chief Justice Wayne Sula

STUDENT COURT
ARE YOU A JBC TECH HEAD?

LIKE THIS FELLOW

Contents: Fluid Dynamics, Barnes, Digital Logic, Dune Messiah, High Times, MAD, and a granola bar
And These Folks

This cat gave its life for technology
Or Are You Just Here For The Beer,
Do You Study Long And Hard
And Sometimes Too Much
Are You The Type, Who’s,
Always On The Go?
Or Are You ...
2 YEAR GRADS

Way back in January the yearbook in conjunction with the Student Government Association gave a party to lure the two year graduates here on campus so that we could take group photos. Well needless to say we had limited success and have judged the degree program people according to their participation.
SENIORS

What Is Your Goal?
I'm going to sow fields and reap fish

Diana Hoeschen ET

Have a 200 lb snatch

Mike Foote OT

Wayne Garber ET
To be a Millionaire
Mark Lawler OT

Pursue, life, liberty, and happiness maybe
Gary Swoyer OT

To meet the kind people that made this day camp possible
Mike Fischer ET
Hang ten for as long as I can and to live fine and have a good time

Craig Jackson ET

To recycle FIT

Debbie Petito ET

To be happy and to turn the corners which will keep me happy

Paul Moen OT

TNTC (too numerous to count)
To live free and die happy
Paul Hughes OT

Barry Lown ET

Jim Bews ET

To be able to live the way I like
Michael Libertucci OT
Travel by osmosis and abolish the concept of time
Melanie Borkowski OT

I want to retire when I'm 50 years old with enough money to travel and enjoy myself
Eugene Pfeiffer ET

To keep our individualities as a couple
Ulla Hill OT and Jeff Stanley OT
To live in a world of man's harmony with the sea, mountains and environment which would enhance love and peace for one's brother

Steve Dabagian OT

To be enstrumental in the never ending change of mankind's accepted realities in the three frontiers left for his curiosity to explore: the Ocean, space, and the mind.

Martice Eldridge Nicks jr. OT

To be a machine

Tom Hudon OT
Fernando Calderon OT

To never get so caught up in learning about the ocean that I forget its beauty
Candice Sheehan OT

To discover the mysteries of our mother — the ocean
Dinah Frazier ET
Health

Robert Bonne

To become rich and whipped, and happily repay my mother and father who made everything possible
Michael LaMartina OT

To let my degree of happiness measure my success, and thus strive to be more successful
Drew Richardson OT
To be successful in my own mind's eye and not getting caught up in the black and whiteness of everyday ratrace
Cathlene Peterson ET

“Think as I think”, said a man, “or you are abomidably wicked. You are a toad.” So after I thought, I said “I will then be a toad.”
Wayne Reed ET

To seek the wisdom of the ages and explore higher realities
William Brokaw ET
Never to admit I had a six and a half day weekend. Brian Walker OT

To find a middle name. Paul Turina ET

To become well known in my field. Joe Misuraca ET
To be a clone master

Robbie Schuyler OT

SAIL

Robert E. Breederhoft OT

There isn’t a person alive who doesn’t want happiness

Diana Lynn Chmielewski OT
To wipe out disco in our lifetime
Kathy Ingram ET

Life in itself is a goal
Ilene J. Barnett ET

To get out of FIT
Pete Smith OT
To find the golden road to ultimate happiness and to be able to share that happiness with my folks because WE deserve it.

Janice Hudak OT

Research Management: To fully explore the theoretical link between leisure suits and cancer

Kevin Hylton ET

To go to Russia and become a village idiot

Patrick Spring OT
“... That I might live my life with a proper sense of 
God and of my responsibility to him.” I Timothy 2:2
Thomas Wach ET

To recuperate; completely
Jeff Carothers OT

Con Dios, Salud y volver con mi fea. Musica (Salsa) y 
Ritmo(vida & felicidad) para todo el mundo. Con esper-
anza a volver a mi tierra. Cuba Linda.
Carlos Javier Ruiz OT EIT
Never take *anything* seriously
Kim Palmer

Doug Cook
Jane Doucette
ET
OT

To get out of this place
Bill Chaney
OT
To be president of my country
Gonzalo Perez OT

Enjoy and keep happy
Bonnie Pontwith ET

To be able to apply my education in future ventures
Dave Gross OT
Donald G. Baenen ET

Drink some beer, have some fun
Joe Woodruff OT

George Oppenhuizen OT
I want to pay off this 4 year vacation and then go into some intensive research to find out what rolling paper really works the best.

Robert Matherly ET

To be a famous Oceanographer

Chris Mullany OT

Ser tan buen profesional como mi padre, para que así el este tan orgulloso de mí como yo de él

Oscar Palacios OT
To find the time to do all the things I never had time to do at FIT
Donna L. Byrne OT

To never be as behind in life's essentials as I have been, here at FIT
James Mazzarelli ET

To constantly be inspired, to lead an affluent and happy life
Jim Mockridge ET
To become motivated, ambitious, and enthusiastic.

Bob Mulcahy ET

To graduate before 30

Dave Conant OT

Karen Bond ET
FROM THE EDITOR:

I’d like to take this space to thank the staff who made this book. Pat and Bill took care of the design and organization of CL III and the staff helped them to photograph, develop, layout, sell ads, eat pizza, drink beer, think of ideas, and do other yearbook-type activities. I came on the scene about halfway through production and only wish I could’ve been here earlier. The whole staff is listed below but a few people deserve extra mention. The cover and Morano’s ad were done by Andy Spinks, the endsheet and our door were done by Mars Simopoulos and the poem CANNED LEVIATHAN was composed by Frizbee-Frank Colcord. I’d also like to thank Benji Linares for all his darkroom time and Mr. Mouse for coming down from Orlando to do our opening photo.

J. DAHL
The Unknown Editor

STAFF

LOOSE?

GET STRAIGHT!

In a pair of OUTRAGEOUS straight leg cigarette jeans at Southern Comfort Clothing. The NEWEST styles from New York in sporty khaki and dress denim for guys and gals. Roll up a pair today and be the FIRST in fashion only at Southern Comfort Clothing, of course!

P.S. Not only are the prices low -- you'll even hem your jeans free.

Southern Comfort Clothing
1531 N.E. Commercial St., Jensen Beach
334-4070 • OPEN 10 TILL 5, 6 DAYS, FRI. 10 TILL 6

FOUR BROS
Restaurant
Jensen Beach

—— Featuring ——
Fresh Seafood — Steaks
Super Soup & Salad Bar
Beer — Sangria & Cocktails
By the Pitcher

Inexpensive
Good Food

Snack Bar
334-9920
HUSTON'S OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
234 Osceola Avenue, Stuart, Florida
Phone (305)
283-4594 — 283-4595 — 283-4599

KERMIT'S
Fashions for Men
Tux Rentals
Kermit Tucker
235 W. Osceola Ave.
Stuart, Florida 33494

MAC'S BIKE SHOP
1011 N.E. Commercial St. Jensen Beach
Spruce Center Plaza
334-4343

VILLAGE CORNER
Gifts, Cards, Counter
On the Corner of Commercial St.
Jensen Beach, Florida

BRIAN'S PHARMACY
1949 Commercial St.
Jensen Beach, 334-4320
Person to Person Banking

JENSEN BEACH BANK

Serving You at Two Convenient Locations
Main Office on Commercial Street
Branch Office in Jensen Beach Plaza

Telephone 334-4900

A Full Service Bank Member FDIC
FULL SERVICE DIVE SHOP OF MARTIN COUNTY
Over Seas Trips
Naui, Padi
sponsored dive courses
Basic thru advanced

SCUBA SHACK
2485 N.E. Dixie Hwy.
Jensen Beach, 334-8808

COMPLETE FAMILY FUN CENTER
Go Bowling
this weekend
334-2733

Jensen Lanes
Highway 707, Jensen Beach, Fla.

THE STAGE PLACE
Beer
Wine
Music
Games
747 N.E. Dixie Hwy
Rio

Korba's
Monterey Plaza
Stuart
287-2001

BISCUIT'S COUNTRY KITCHEN
New menu daily
with Specials from
includes meat, 2 vegetables, mashed potatoes, gravy and 2 roll mixes.

Special from 2.95
“open seven days a week”
K-Mart Shopping Plaza — South US 1 Stuart
OLGA’S OF STUART
OCEAN EAST MALL
334-2191

WARNING:
The Ivory Tower
is about to
collapse.

It’s your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the
older you get the more it costs. And next
year, it’s all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.

Call the Ecolisc, Union CollegeMaster®
Find locations in your area.

CollegeMaster.

Welcome to
DON GIOVANNI’S
ITALIAN RESTAURANT
SPECIALIZING IN FINE
ITALIAN FOOD
SPAGHETTI – LASAGNE
VEAL SCALOPPINE
SCUNGLI A LA MAMARIA
SEAFOOD – CALAMARI
MARINARAS TO LOBSTER TAILS
OREGONATI
FIRE H.I.P. B. I.E. & WINES
TAKE OUT EAT IN
PIZZAS – CANNOLI
& SPUMONI

286-3191
140 N.E. DIXIE HWY. (RT. 707)

OPEN DAILY
4-10 PM
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL GRADUATING SENIORS

MIK & ROBIN

gold for graduations will last as long as the memories of FIT

JEAN 'N JEWELS, INC.
HOME OF THE 15% FIT. DISCOUNT
COMMERCIAL PLAZA — JENSEN BEACH
Compliments Of:

YOUR CAFETERIA

“All we add is LOVE”

Cafeteria Foods, Inc.

Greasetrap, Maryland

We feed your face.
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He told me of a hideous
And the men the serpent

It started back in '72,
With this monstrous sea
The beast, a mammoth
Had never been canned

For many a year it met me
With its awkward new
Who's countless antics for
By the first year students

"But then!" the old man
"Out of the sea a new
They let the students know
To put this Leviathan in

With radical gestures and
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Now after years of total
This dauntless Leviathan
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The Leviathan, you say to meet.

The Leviathan, you could not defeat.

So a new school was built,

With the school serpentine,

He had never been steamed.

With frustration,

I found no revision,

Was apathetic condition.
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